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NORTH COAST

Kelp collapse imperils
ocean ecosystem

A new
cold war
in the
making
Weaponry advances
by US, Russia, China
revive nuclear threat
By WILLIAM J. BROAD
AND DAVID E. SANGER
NEW YORK TIMES
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COASTAL CHANGES: An abalone diver walks through the tide pools at Moat Creek in Point Arena last week. An explosion in the population of purple sea urchins,
along with warm ocean conditions, has decimated the kelp forest off the Northern California coast, which in turn is affecting red abalone and other sea life.

Loss of kelp forest follows ‘perfect storm’ of ecological events
VANISHING
BULL KELP

By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

L

arge tracts of kelp forest that once
blanketed the sea off the North Coast
have vanished over the past two years,
a startling transformation that scientists say
stems from rapid ecological change and has
potentially far-reaching impacts, including on
several valuable fisheries.
The unprecedented collapse has been
observed along hundreds of miles of coastline
from San Francisco to Oregon. The region’s
once-lush stands of bull kelp, a large brown
alga that provides food and habitat for a
host of wildlife species, have been devoured
by small, voracious purple urchins. In the
most-affected areas, denuded kelp stalks are
almost all that remains of plant life.
Scientists have described the landscape left
behind as an “urchin barren.” Other factors,
including warmer water, also are to blame,
they say.
“It’s no longer a kelp forest,” said Cynthia
Catton, an environmental scientist with the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife,
stationed in Bodega Bay.
Laura Rogers-Bennett, another Bodega Bay
scientist, said it is as if whole terrestrial forests were disappearing, only in this case they
are underwater and out of sight.
“A lot fewer people swim through the kelp
forest,” she said. “But if they do right now,
they‘re going to really see that there are huge
changes that have taken place in the last year
and a half or so.”
The discovery has taken shape as California scientists and policy makers are raising a
broader alarm over the ebbing health of ocean
waters, pointing to their increasing warmth,
acidity and other conditions that have affected
wildlife and the fishing industry.
The state’s commercial Dungeness crab
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POPULATION EXPLOSION: Purple urchins surround a stalk of kelp under the
ocean surface off the Northern California coast. Large numbers of urchins are
wiping out kelp forests, competing with species such as abalone for food and space.
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HUNGRY ABALONE: A large red abalone, exhibiting unusual foraging behavior,
climbs a bare kelp stalk in the ocean near Elk in Mendocino County while trying
to reach fronds that are all but nonexistent.

“I think the big questions are: How long will these impacts linger?
Will this turn around? Or is this a new sort of stable state
that will be with us for quite some time?”
LAURA ROGERS-BENNETT, Bodega Bay scientist, on the vanishing kelp forest

A series of environmental changes has
had a domino effect:
2011: A harmful algal
bloom releases toxins
into coastal waters,
killing thousands
of red abalone and
affecting numerous
other invertebrates.
2013: Viral
syndrome affects
starfish along West
Coast, eliminating
predators of purple
urchins.
2014-16: A shift in
ocean conditions
starting in the winter
of 2013-14 created an
area of persistent
warm water that
spread down
the West Coast,
impacting marine
wildlife.
2015: The arrival
of a strong El Niño
reinforced warmwater conditions.
2014-16: A
population spike
of purple urchins
diminishes kelp
forests and other
near-shore food
sources.
2016: Marine
scientists say the
surface area of kelp
forests has declined
by 93% between
San Francisco and
Oregon.
Source: California
Department of Fish
and Wildlife

The United States, Russia and
China are aggressively pursuing a new generation of smaller,
less-destructive nuclear weapons. The buildups threaten to
revive a Cold War-era arms race
and unsettle the balance of destructive force among nations
that has kept the nuclear peace
for more than a half-century.
It is, in large measure, an old
dynamic playing out in new
form as an economically declining Russia, a rising China and
an uncertain United States resume their one-upmanship.
U.S. officials largely blame
the Russian president, Vladimir
Putin, saying his intransigence
has stymied efforts to build on
a 2010 arms control treaty and
further shrink the arsenals of
the two largest nuclear powers.
Some blame the Chinese, who
are looking for a technological
edge to keep the United States at
bay. And some blame the United
States itself for speeding ahead
with a nuclear “modernization”
that, in the name of improving safety and reliability, risks
throwing fuel on the fire.
President Barack Obama acknowledged that danger at the
end of the Nuclear Security
Summit meeting in Washington
early this month. He warned of
the potential for “ramping up
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Pope Francis displays
drawings Saturday given to
him by refugee children.

Pope leads
by example
on refugees
By JIM YARDLEY
NEW YORK TIMES

MYTILENE, Greece — Pope
Francis made an emotional visit
into the heart of Europe’s migrant crisis Saturday and took
12 Muslim refugees from Syria,
including six children, with him
back to Rome aboard the papal
plane.
The action punctuated the
pope’s pleas for sympathy to the
crisis confronting the refugees
just as European attitudes are
hardening against them.
Those taken to Rome were
three families — two from Damascus and one from Deir elZour — whose homes had been
bombed in the Syrian war, the
Vatican said in a statement as
the pope departed the Greek
island of Lesbos, where he had
visited the Moria refugee camp.
“The pope has desired to make
a gesture of welcome regarding
refugees,” the statement said.
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